Discover Museum Objects!

**Instructions for Adults:** Look at these pictures with your child. Use the prompts to talk about each photo. Encourage your child to discuss what they see in each picture.

**Find rocks and minerals!**

**Can you find...**

- Objects made of gold that you could use to eat with?
- A giant nugget that’s shiny and smooth?
- A boulder with a green surface?
- A round stone?

---

**Copper Nugget**

**Stone Lamp**
UA70-051-0032

**Jade Boulder**

**Gold Spoons**
UA81-003-0053AB, UA68-45-41
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Find fossils of ancient life!

Can you find...

- A dinosaur skull?
- A piece of shiny wood?
- A fossil that looks like a seashell?
- A skull of an animal with long curved tusks?
- The bones of a reptile preserved in rock?

Discuss: What do YOU want to know about Earth’s history?